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Policy Number: 15-01A      Issue Date: October 1, 2010          Revised Date: July 30, 2015 
 

TEMPORARY VISITOR PASS (TVP) PROGRAM 
 
This document supersedes and cancels the previous TVP Policy and Procedures dated October 01, 2010.  
The revised TVP Program is effective July 30, 2015.  Changes to the previous policy and procedures are 
indicated in bold print.  The document includes: 
 

 TVP Policy 

 SBO TVP Procedures 

 Vehicle Security Gates TVP Procedures 

 SBO TVP Program FAQs 

 Vehicle Security Gates TVP Program FAQs 

 
Policy: 
The revised TVP Program is designed to improve the operational efficiency and service levels of the Security 
Badge Office (SBO) and the North and South Vehicle Security Gates.  The changes will improve the 
efficiency of the TVP process, reduce wait times for our customers and improve the capability of the SBO 
and vehicle gates to manage peak demand periods.   
 
Massport issues a TVP to visitors who have an operational need to temporarily access Security 
Identification Display Area (SIDA)/Secured or Sterile Areas of Logan International Airport while under escort 
by an authorized SIDA Badge Holder of a sponsor company.  SIDA badge holders are not authorized to be 
issued a TVP if they are in possession of an active or expired badge from the sponsor company.   
 
The two classifications of TVPs are:   
 

1. New Employee – an individual who has an operational need to begin work under escort while 
waiting for their SIDA Badge Application to be processed.  The use of the New Employee TVP is 
authorized for a 21 day period unless approved by Massport’s Aviation Security Department.   

2. Visitor – The use of a Visitor TVP is authorized for a twenty four (24) hour period unless approved 
by Massport’s Aviation Security Department. 
 

The Massport TVP policy is in accordance with the Boston Logan Airport Security Program (ASP) regulated 
by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA).  All TVP applicants are required to successfully pass a 
Criminal History Records Check prior to being issued a TVP.  Compliance with these TVP procedures is 
mandatory.  Circumvention of these measures is prohibited for any reason.  Failure to comply with this TVP 
Policy may result in sanctions under Massport Security Regulations, including confiscation, suspension 
and/or revocation of your SIDA badge.   
 
This TVP Program remains in effect until further notice and is subject to change.  Please direct any 
questions regarding the TVP Program to the Security Badge Office at 617-561-1706.   
 
 

Thank you for your commitment to safety and security. 
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TVP Procedures 
 
Security Badge Office TVP Program 
 
A TVP must be requested in advance by submitting a TVP Application to the Security Badge Office. The 
application must be completed by the Badge Coordinator or manager/supervisor of the sponsoring 
company.  The TVP Application is exhibit one (1) in this document.       

 

 TVP Applications must be submitted in advance to the SBO.  Advance TVP submission will expedite TVP 
issuance.  TVP processing time including the required background checks may take up to four (4) hours.    

 When emailing a TVP Application, the email subject line must include the visitors’ last name and TVP 
issue date.  The email containing the Personal Identifiable Information is Protected Information and 
must be password protected with the password provided by the SBO, in accordance with security 
regulations.    

 Once approved, a TVP submitted in advance to the SBO is available to be printed and issued. If the SBO 
is closed, the Visitor TVP may be obtained at the vehicle security gates. 

 The maximum number of TVP requests per company for the same period which are able to be 
processed within four (4) hours is five (5) applicants.  TVP requests exceeding five (5) applicants for the 
same period must be submitted 24 business hours in advance to the SBO.   

 A twenty-one (21) day TVP is authorized and encouraged for new employees who have an operational 
need to begin work under escort while waiting for their SIDA Badge Application to be processed.  To 
process a twenty one (21) day New Employee TVP, a SIDA Badge Application must be submitted to the 
SBO 48 hours in advance of the TVP request. There is no fee for a twenty one (21) day TVP. 

 

Vehicle Security Gates TVP Program 
 
A TVP issued at the North and South Vehicle Security Gates is intended for non-scheduled access to the 
Airport Operations Area (AOA) for occupant(s) of a vehicle under escort.  TVPs are issued for a twenty four 
(24) hour period unless prior approval is granted by Aviation Security for a maximum period of five (5) days.   
TVPs will also be issued at the gates on an emergency basis when the SBO is closed.  TVPs issued at the 
vehicle security gates are not to be used as a convenience or to circumvent the TVP program.  

 Applications for an anticipated Visitor TVP must be submitted in advance to the SBO.  Advance TVP 
submission will expedite the TVP issuance.   

 A TVP requested at the vehicle security gates for a visitor who does not require access to the AOA will 
only be issued when there is an exigent operational need and the duration will be a twenty four (24) 
hour period.  Additional TVPs for this visitor must be requested from the SBO.  

 A TVP issued at the vehicle security gates will bear the name of the escort company and the visitor’s 
company.   

 All TVP requests that are submitted during the SBO’s hours of operation and which do not require 
airfield access; must be submitted to the SBO.   
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SBO TVP Program Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)  

 
1. How long does it take to get a TVP? 

The processing time of a TVP may take up to four (4) hours.   TVP Applications exceeding five (5) 
applicants for the same period must be submitted 24 business hours in advance to the SBO.   

 

2. Can a new employee receive a TVP while the SIDA Badge Application is being processed? 
Yes, a twenty one (21) day New Employee TVP may be requested for an employee who is applying for a 
SIDA badge. The employee’s Badge Application must be submitted to the Security Badge Office at least 
48 hours prior to submitting the TVP Application.  Two (2) approved documents must be presented in 
order to receive a twenty one (21) day New Employee TVP.  The acceptable documents are identical to 
the documents required to apply for a SIDA badge. 

 When a twenty one (21) day New Employee TVP is requested for an employee whose SIDA Badge 
Application is pending, the TVP will be only valid while the application is being processed.   

 There is no fee for a twenty one (21) day New Employee TVP. 

 A TVP for a new hire whose Badge Application is being processed must be surrendered to the SBO 
at the time of SIDA badge issuance. 

 

3. What is the duration of a TVP? 
Each Visitor TVP will be issued for a period of one day (24-hours) to 21 days based on operational need.  
Each New Employee TVP will be issued for a maximum period of twenty one (21) days for new 
employees as requested.  Under specific circumstances, including Massport Capital Program projects, a 
TVP of a longer duration may be issued with the approval of Massport’s Aviation Security Department.   
 
Specific dates must be identified in each TVP Application.  For multiple day TVPs, submit the TVP 
Application in the following format: 09/22-09/30/2014.  

 The maximum number of TVPs that are authorized to be issued to same Visitor in any twelve (12) 
month period is thirty (30) days, unless previously approved in writing by the Massport Aviation 
Security Unit. 
 

4. What documents are required to obtain a TVP? 
A valid government/state issued photo ID.   

 When requesting a twenty one (21) day New Employee TVP for a new hire who is not a US born 
citizen, the identity and travel documents must be the same documents required when submitting 
a SIDA Badge Application. 

 The biographical data (names, date of birth, etc.) on the TVP Application must match exactly the 
data on the ID presented. Nicknames are not accepted. 

 The background check will be processed using the data provided on the TVP Application.  The 
visitor’s valid identification presented upon pick-up of the TVP, must match the information 
submitted on the TVP Application. 

 The TVP Application must be typed and accurately completed in order to attain a TVP within the 
allotted time.   

 

5. Are TVP applicants required to pass a Criminal History Records Check (CHRC)? 
Yes, all TVP applicants are required to pass a CHRC prior to being issued a TVP 
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6. Is a TVP authorized to be issued when a SIDA Badge is expired, lost, stolen or forgotten SIDA badge? 
No.     

 

7. How do I ensure that a TVP Application is processed correctly? 
Adhere to the following steps: 

 The TVP applicant must be at least 17 years old. 

 When emailing a TVP Application, the email subject line must include the visitors’ last name and 
TVP issue date.  The email containing the Personal Identifiable Information is Protected 
Information and must be password protected with the password provided by the SBO, in 
accordance with security regulations.    

 The TVP Application must be typed; handwritten applications will not be accepted. 

 The TVP Application has the capability to record a maximum of five visitors per one escort.  If the 
application exceeds five visitors, a different escort must be listed for each group of five and a 
separate TVP Application must be completed.  

 When emailing the TVP Application, attach the Adobe document.  Do not cut and paste the form 
into an email.   

 If faxing the TVP Application, do not include cover letters.  Each fax page must be its own fax 
request; multi-page faxes will not be accepted. 

 Verify that the TVP Application is sent to the correct email address/fax number. 

 “Signature of Responsible Party” must be the name of a Badge Coordinator or manager/supervisor 
listed in the SBO badging system.  If faxing the application, the signature must be complete and if 
emailing the form the full name must be typed.  If the signature line is not completed, the request 
will be denied. 

 

8. How do I pick up a TVP from the Security Badge Office? 
A TVP may be picked up at the SBO during TVP hours of operation. 

 Monday – Thursday 7:00 am – 3:00 pm  

 Friday 7:00 am – Noon 

 The ID recorded on the TVP Application must be the same ID shown at time of issuance. 

 The escort is not required to be present at the time of TVP issuance in the SBO. 

 When the SBO is closed, a TVP submitted in advance to the SBO that has been processed and 
approved is available to be printed and issued at the vehicle security gates, except for a twenty one 
(21) day New Employee TVP. 

 

9. Is it every SIDA badge holder’s responsibility to understand and comply with the TVP Program and to 
review these regulations with each visitor upon every visit? 
Yes, understanding and complying with the TVP Program is the responsibility of every SIDA badge 
holder.  

 

10. Can a non-BOS/Logan-based employee, airline or tenant executive who is working at Logan Airport    
receive a TVP? 
Yes, these individuals may be issued a TVP for a maximum of 30 days during any 12 month period, and 
must have an operational need to access SIDA or Sterile Areas of the airport. 
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11.  Can a TVP be issued to a friend or family member visiting an employee at work? 
No, a TVP is only authorized when a visitor has a temporary operational need to enter the SIDA or 
Sterile Areas of the airport. 
 

12.  What are the escorting requirements for a visitor with a TVP? 
 

Visitors entering into or present in SIDA or Sterile Areas must properly display a TVP and remain under 
escort at all times by a properly SIDA badged employee.  The Code of Massachusetts Regulations 740 
CMR 30.17 defines proper escorting procedures as the following: 

 
740 CMR 30.17: Escorting Privileges 

 
Only a person to whom the Authority has issued Security Media granting unescorted access 
privileges, and who is properly displaying such media, may escort a person authorized by the 
Authority to be escorted in a Restricted Area.  The escorting person shall accompany and 
monitor the escorted person in a manner that ensures that the escorted person is engaged only 
in activities for which the escorted access was granted, and, if not, shall immediately notify the 
Massachusetts State Police and Massport Operations.  Failure to comply with 740 CMR 30.17 
whether by the escorting person and/or escorted person shall constitute a violation by the 
escorting person.  The escorting person must remain with the escorted person until the 
escorted person exits the Restricted Area. 
 
Only a properly SIDA badged person can escort a person with a TVP.  The person being escorted 
(Visitor) must continuously accompany and be monitored by the escort while they are in the 
Restricted Area (sterile and secure).  The escort must always be in a position to communicate 
with the escorted person both visually and verbally.  For example, they cannot be on the 
opposite sides of a door or aircraft.  Or, for example, while operating a construction back hoe, 
the operator cannot be responsible for the escorting of five laborers displaying TVPs.  
 
Failure to adhere to these procedures may result in a Security Violation being issued to the 
escort and or the sponsoring company in an amount up to $2,000 and attend a mandatory 
adjudicatory hearing. 

 
13.  What is the proper procedure for a visitor with a TVP to enter an Access Control System (ACS) door? 

Visitors must hold their TVP up to the camera at the ACS door before entering, while being escorted by 
a SIDA badge holder.  Additionally, whenever you open a door, you must make sure you positively 
close it. Positive open, positive close is the practice we use to maintain proper control of the door. 
Positive open, positive close is required to prevent unauthorized access at an ACS door. 

 

14.  What is the proper way to display a TVP? 
The TVP must be worn on the outermost garment below the neck and above the waist.  TVPs are only 
to be worn by the person whose name appears on the TVP.   

 

15. Can a visitor with a TVP be escorted by another company’s escort if this company is not listed on the     
TVP? 
Yes, however the responsibility remains with the sponsor company listed on the TVP, in addition to the 
company providing the escort. 
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16. How many escort sponsor company names can be listed on a TVP? 
One sponsor company may be listed on the TVP, unless prior written approval is received by Massport 
Aviation Security. 

 

17. What documents are required for the TVP visitor to have in their possession at all times while under      
escort? 
The visitor must have in their possession a valid government/state issued ID at all times while in the 
Restricted Area.  If the visitor was issued a Work Authorization Card or a Resident Alien Card, that ID 
must also be in their possession.  The visitor must produce these IDs upon the request by any 
representative of the Authority, Law Enforcement or Federal Agency with jurisdiction. 

 

18. Who should an escort contact if they lose sight and/or contact with a TVP visitor who is under escort? 
The escort should immediately contact the State Police (617-568-7300) and Massport Operations (617-
561-1919). 
 

19.  Can a lost TVP be replaced? 
No.  It is the responsibility of the visitor and escort to ensure the proper control of the Visitor TVP. 

 

20.  How many TVP visitors can one sponsor escort? 
One escort is authorized to be responsible for a maximum of five visitors.  The ratio of visitors to 
escorts is 5:1.  This ratio must be maintained and is mandated by the Airport Security Program. 

 

21.  What ACS doors can TVP visitors access with their escort? 
Visitors are authorized to access to doors which the escort has been granted access privileges.  Access 
to the United States Customs and Border Protection Federal Inspection Service area requires 
additional permissions.  A Temporary CBP Access Seal is required in addition to a Massport TVP when 
working in the FIS without a SIDA badge or without a SIDA Badge with a CBP Security Seal.   

 

22.  When will the TVP request be invoiced? 
Once a TVP is entered, an invoice will be generated for the sponsor company, regardless of the TVP 
being picked up.   

 

23.  What is a mandatory practice for sponsor companies?  
The sponsor company must maintain a log of all TVP Applications and escort assignments for two (2) 
years. 

 

24.  What is the sponsor’s responsibility once the visit by an individual with a TVP is concluded? 
The TVP must be shredded or otherwise securely destroyed by the sponsor.  
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Vehicle Security Gates TVP Program Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
  
1. When may a TVP Application be submitted at the Vehicle Security Gates?  

A TVP Application may be submitted at the Vehicle Security Gates (North/South) when a driver and/or 
passenger of a vehicle have an operational need which requires immediate access to the Airport 
Operations Area (AOA) via the vehicle gates.  

 A TVP Application is also authorized when the SBO TVP Program operations are closed and during 
emergency situations in which delayed access to the AOA will have an adverse effect on operations 
and safety.  

 Routine TVP Applications are required to be directed to the SBO during business hours in 
accordance with this policy.  

 
2. What documents are required to obtain a TVP? 

A valid government/state issued photo ID.   
 
3. How long does it take to get a TVP? 

The processing time of a TVP varies according to the demand, and activity at the Vehicle Security Gates.   
 
4. How do I pick up a TVP from the Vehicle Security Gates? 

A TVP may be picked up at the North Vehicle Security Gates 24/7 and the South Vehicle Gate upon 
arrival of the visitor and escort at the gates. 

 The visitors’ escort is required to be present at the time of TVP issuance at the Vehicle Security 
Gates. 

 The TVP applicant must be at least 17 years old. 

 When the SBO is closed, a TVP that has been processed and approved may be printed and issued at 
the Vehicle Security Gates, except for a 21-day New Employee TVP. 

 TVPs will also be issued at the gates on an emergency basis when the SBO is closed.  TVPs issued at 
the vehicle security gates are not to be used as a convenience or to circumvent the TVP program. 

 
5. Are TVP applicants required to successfully pass a Criminal History Records Check (CHRC) prior to be 

issued a TVP? 
Yes, all TVP applicants are required to successfully pass a CHRC prior to being issued a TVP. 

 
6. Can a new employee receive a TVP at the Vehicle Security Gates while their SIDA badge is being 

processed? 
No, a New Employee TVP must be requested and picked up from the SBO.  The new employee is 
required to present two (2) approved documents in order to receive a twenty one (21) day New 
Employee TVP.  The acceptable documents are identical to the documents required to apply for a SIDA 
badge. 
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7. What is the duration of a TVP? 
Each Visitor TVP will be issued for a 24-hour period unless approval is granted for a maximum period of 
five days by the Aviation Officers.  Under specific circumstances, including Massport Capital Program 
projects, a TVP of a longer duration may be issued with the approval of Massport’s Aviation Security 
Department.  A TVP requested at the Vehicle Security Gates which does not require access to the AOA 
will be issued for a 24-hour period.  Subsequent TVPs for this individual who does not require access to 
the AOA are to be applied for at the SBO. 
 
The maximum number of TVPs that are authorized to be issued to same Visitor in any twelve (12) 
month period is thirty (30) days, unless previously approved in writing by the Massport Aviation 
Security Unit. 
 

 
8. Is it every SIDA badge holder’s responsibility to understand and comply with the TVP policy and 

procedure and to review the escort requirements with each visitor upon every visit? 
Yes.  

 
9. Can a non-BOS/Logan based employee, airline or tenant executive who is working at Logan Airport 

receive a TVP? 
Yes, these individuals may be issued a TVP for a maximum of 30 days during any 12 month period, and 
must have an operational need to access SIDA or Sterile Areas of the airport. 

 
10. Can a TVP be issued to a friend or family member visiting an employee at work? 

No, a TVP is only authorized when a visitor has a temporary need to enter the SIDA or Sterile Areas of 
the airport. 
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11. What are the escorting requirements for a visitor with a TVP? 

Visitors entering into or present in SIDA or Sterile Areas must properly display a TVP and remain under 
escort at all times by a properly SIDA badged employee.  The Code of Massachusetts Regulations 740 
CMR 30.17 defines proper escorting procedures as the following: 

 
740 CMR 30.17: Escorting Privileges 
 
Only a person to whom the Authority has issued Security Media granting unescorted access 
privileges, and who is properly displaying such media, may escort a person authorized by the 
Authority to be escorted in a Restricted Area.  The escorting person shall accompany and 
monitor the escorted person in a manner that ensures that the escorted person is engaged only 
in activities for which the escorted access was granted, and, if not, shall immediately notify the 
Massachusetts State Police and Massport Operations.  Failure to comply with 740 CMR 30.17 
whether by the escorting person and/or escorted person shall constitute a violation by the 
escorting person.  The escorting person must remain with the escorted person until the 
escorted person exits the Restricted Area. 
Only a properly SIDA badged person can escort a person with a TVP.  The person being escorted 
(Visitor) must continuously accompany and be monitored by the escort while they are in the 
Restricted Area (sterile and secure).  The escort must always be in a position to communicate 
with the escorted person both visually and verbally.  For example, they cannot be on the 
opposite sides of a door or aircraft.  Or, for example, while operating a construction back hoe, 
the operator cannot be responsible for the escorting of five laborers displaying TVPs.  
Failure to adhere to these procedures may result in a Security Violation being issued to the 
escort and or the sponsoring company in an amount up to $2,000 and attend a mandatory 
adjudicatory hearing. 
 

12. What is the proper procedure for a TVP to access an Access Control System (ACS) door? 
Visitors must hold their TVP up to the camera at the ACS door before entering, while being escorted by 
a SIDA badge holder.  Additionally, whenever you open a door, you must make sure you positively close 
it. Positive open, positive close is the practice we use to maintain proper control of the door. Positive 
open, positive close is required to prevent unauthorized access at an ACS door. 
 

13. What is the proper way to display a TVP? 
The TVP must be worn on the outermost garment below the neck and above the waist.  TVPs are only 
to be worn by the person whose name appears on the TVP.  

 
14. Can a visitor with a TVP be escorted by another companies escort if it is not listed on the TVP? 

Yes, however the responsibility remains with the sponsor company listed on the TVP, in addition to the 
company providing the escort. 

 
15. How many escort sponsor company names can be listed on a TVP? 

One sponsor company may be listed on the TVP, unless prior written approval is received by Massport 
Aviation Security. 
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16. What documents must the TVP holder have in their possession at all times while under escort? 
The visitor must have in their possession a valid government/state issued ID at all times while in the 
Restricted Area.  If the visitor was issued a Work Authorization Card or a Resident Alien Card, that ID 
must also be in their possession.  The visitor must produce these IDs upon the request by any 
representative of the Authority, Law Enforcement or Federal Agency with jurisdiction.  If the visitor is 
operating a vehicle on the AOA, a valid driver’s license must in their possession at all times. 

 
17. Who should an escort contact if they lose sight and/or contact with a TVP visitor who is under escort?  

The escort should immediately contact the State Police (617-568-7300) and Massport Operations (617-
561-1919). 
 

18. Can a lost TVP be replaced? 
No.  It is the responsibility of the visitor and escort to ensure the proper control of the Visitor TVP. 
 

19. How many TVP visitors can one sponsor escort? 
One escort is authorized to be responsible for a maximum of five visitors.  The ratio of visitors to 
escorts is 5:1.  This ratio must be maintained and is mandated by the Airport Security Program. 

 
20. What ACS doors can TVP visitors access with their escort? 

Visitors are authorized to access to doors which the escort has been granted access privileges.    Access 
to the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (USCBP) Federal Inspection Services Area (FIS) requires 
additional permissions.  A Temporary CBP Access Seal is required in addition to a Massport TVP when 
working in the FIS without a SIDA badge or without a SIDA Badge with a CBP Security Seal. 
 
 

 
21. When will the TVP request be invoiced? 

Once a TVP is entered, an invoice will be generated for the sponsor company, regardless of the TVP 
being picked up.   
 
 

22. What is a mandatory practice for sponsor companies?  
The sponsor company must maintain a log of all TVP Applications and escort assignments for two (2) 
years. 

 
23. What is the sponsor’s responsibility once the visit by an individual with a TVP is concluded? 

Ensure that the visitor is no longer in a restricted area. The TVP must be shredded or otherwise securely 
destroyed by the sponsor. 


